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Whenever a theory is formulated which is independent of any displacement or rotational variables, it is frequently re-
ferred to as an ‘‘intrinsic” theory. The earliest development of plates of an intrinsic nature is the work of Synge and Chien
(1941). Therein, with the aid of series expansions in powers of a small thickness parameter, approximate theories are derived
from three-dimensional elasticity. A more recent intrinsic development is the work of Simo and Fox (1989a,b). They formu-
lated a shell model in which ﬁnite deﬂections and rotations are taken into account. Their formulation regards the shell as a
Cosserat surface, with an extensible director in the latter work, which is used in lieu of enforcing the usual plane stress
assumption; thus, three-dimensional constitutive models can be employed, as done by Koiter and Simmonds (1972). Some
intrinsic theories are strictly two-dimensional. That is, they provide no information about the three-dimensional behavior of
the plate. Furthermore, they may rely on a two-dimensional constitutive law but not consider how to obtain such a law. For
example, Reissner (1974) developed linear and nonlinear two-dimensional theories of shells in this manner. Naghdi (1972)
provides an extensive review of this kind of approach, in which the constitutive relations are deliberately left out of consid-
eration because they are unnecessary for the description of strain and the derivation of equilibrium equations. Other more
recent developments for static behavior of shells are reviewed by Hodges et al. (1993).
Recently, a geometrically-exact, fully intrinsic theory for dynamics of curved and twisted composite beams was developed
by Hodges (2003) having neither displacement nor rotation variables appearing in the formulation. There are 24 unknowns
in the formulation including generalized strains, stress resultants, velocities, angular velocities, linear momenta, and angular
momenta. The time history of these unknowns can be obtained from a system of algebraic-differential equations with spatial. All rights reserved.
es).
(D.H. Hodges).
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loads are independent of deformation, neither displacement nor rotation variables are needed for solving the equations. Dis-
placement or rotation variables are only needed for recovery if such information is speciﬁcally required by the problem. In
addition to the striking mathematical beauty of such a theory, the advantages include its being geometrically-exact, with
nonlinearities no higher than quadratic, enhanced computational efﬁciency because lower-order Gaussian quadrature can
be used, and the avoidance of singularities associated with rotation variables.
Theprecursorof thisworkbyHodges (1990)wasoriginallydevelopedforhigh-ﬁdelitymodelingofcompositehelicopter rotor
blades. Indeed, the geometrically nonlinear problemof dynamics ofmoving composite beamshas been solvedby this theory and
the cross-sectional analysis provided by the computer programVABS (see, for example, the work of Yu et al. (2002c)). However,
there are still many structural componentswhich cannot and should not bemodeled as beams. To avoid the expense associated
with full-blown three-dimensional (3D) formulation, engineers usually model components with thickness much smaller than
the in-plane dimensions as shells; plates can be considered as degenerated shells with zero initial curvatures. Essentially,
plate/shell models enable one to describe a ﬂexible surface using only two coordinates with appropriate plate/shell elastic con-
stants, such as those provided by the computer programVAPAS developed by Yu et al. (2002a,b). Asmore andmore plate/shell-
type components, particularly those of aircraft and spacecraft, become composite and highly ﬂexible, the need for extending
what has been done for composite beams, creating a geometrically-exact and intrinsic treatment for dynamics of moving com-
posite plates/shells, becomes more apparent. To the best of the authors’ knowledge this has not been done in the literature.
Although the focus of the present work is to develop a geometrically-exact, intrinsic theory for dynamics of moving com-
posite plates, it is worthwhile to emphasize that the difﬁculty associated with composite materials has been adequately
dealt with in the through-the-thickness analysis empowered by the computer program VAPAS; see Yu et al. (2002a,b).
The through-the-thickness analysis enables a rigorous dimensional reduction from the original 3D nonlinear analysis into
a 2D nonlinear analysis based on the variational asymptotic method (VAM) developed by Berdichevsky (1979). This allows
the 2D plate analysis to be formulated exactly as a general continuum and conﬁnes all approximations to the through-the-
thickness analysis, whose accuracy is guaranteed to be the best by VAM.
It is clear that the approach adopted by the present work is dramatically different from common approaches in the lit-
erature. For example, Prof. Librescu and co-workers have conducted a series of theoretical developments in the area of geo-
metrically nonlinear analysis of anisotropic laminated plates/shells starting with Librescu (1987). The theory of Librescu and
Schmidt (1988) presents an integrated geometrically nonlinear theory for the response of anisotropic laminated shells and is
valid for small strains and moderate rotation. It includes the effects of transverse shear and transverse normal deformation.
By estimating the order of magnitude of linearized strain and rotation components based on a higher-order representation of
the displacement ﬁeld through the shell thickness, appropriate strain-measures are obtained. The theory incorporates as
special cases, other non-linear shell and plate theories. Librescu and Stein (1991) presents a geometrically nonlinear theory
like the von Karman theory with generalizations to anisotropic material and as well as inclusion of transverse shear and nor-
mal deformation. The theory is applied to the post-buckling analysis of ﬂat composite panels which are symmetrically lam-
inated from transversely isotropic layers. The work done by Prof. Librescu is restricted to moderate rotations and is quite
complicated in its ﬁnal form because it is written in terms of displacements.
To best illustrate the theory and for the sake of simplicity, we are going to focus on modeling of plates as 2D continua with
appropriate kinematics, constitutive relations, and equations of motion. After obtaining the full set of intrinsic equations, we
will brieﬂy discuss solution procedures and possible applications of these equations. This theory can be straightforwardly
extended to model shells. We are still exploring the advantages and application of this unique theory for predicting struc-
tural behavior of plates and shells.
2. Kinematics
The equations of 2D plate theory are written over the reference plane which is described by two coordinates, xa. (Here and
throughout the paper Latin indices assume 1, 2, 3; and Greek indices assume values 1 and 2. Dummy indices are summed
over their range except where explicitly indicated.) As sketched in Fig. 1, every point on the reference plane can be repre-
sented by a position vector r in the undeformed state and R in the deformed state with respect to a ﬁxed point O in inertial
space. To facilitate derivation, we introduce two orthonormal triads bi and Bi, for the undeformed and deformed state,
respectively. We choose ba to be the base vectors associated with xa and b3 ¼ b1  b2, and Bi is coincident with bi when
the structure is undeformed. With no limitation on the rotation of any material element on the reference plane during defor-
mation, one can use the direction cosine matrix to relate these two triads as:Bi ¼ Cijbj Cij ¼ Bi  bj ð1Þ
Although various schemes can be used to parameterize the direction rotation matrix, they are irrelevant because the rotation
variables are found to be unnecessary in the fully intrinsic theory developed here.
As a crucial step in the derivation of an intrinsic formulation, following Hodges et al. (1993), we deﬁne the 2D generalized
strains asR;a ¼ ðBa þ abBb þ 2ca3B3Þ ð2Þ
Bi;a ¼ ðKa2B1 þ Ka1B2 þ Ka3B3Þ  Bi ð3Þ
Fig. 1. Schematic of plate deformation.
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the deformed surface. To ensure a unique mapping between the original 3D formulation and the reduced 2D formulation, the
rotation of Ba around B3 was constrained in the work of Yu et al. (2002b) such thatB1  R;2 ¼ B2  R;1 ð4Þ
which leads to symmetric in-plane generalized strains, i.e.12 ¼ 21 ð5Þ
For convenience of manipulation using matrix algebra, we can arrange the strain measures in column matrices asca ¼
a1
a2
2ca3
8><
>:
9>=
>; Ka ¼
Ka2
Ka1
Ka3
8><
>:
9>=
>; ð6ÞIt has been shown by Hodges et al. (1993) that these 11 strains [recalling the identity of in-plane shear in Eq. (5)] are related
by six compatibility equations, which means only ﬁve independent displacement/rotation variables exist for the deformation
of the reference surface. If we choose u to represent the displacement vector of any point on the deformed reference surface
and C to represent the ﬁnite rotation as deﬁned in Eq. (1), it can be easily shown that the following kinematic relations holdca ¼ Cðea þ u;aÞ  ea ð7ÞfKa ¼ C ;aCT ð8Þ
where eð Þij ¼ eijkð Þk; e1 ¼ b100cT, and e2 ¼ b010cT.
3. Intrinsic equations of motion
Hamilton’s extended principle for the surface can be written asZ t2
t1
Z
s
½dðKUÞ þ dWdsdt ¼ dA ð9Þwhere sdenotes the reference surface, ta are arbitraryﬁxed times,K andU are the kinetic and strain energy per unit area, respec-
tively, dW is the virtualwork of applied loads per unit area, and dA is the virtual action at the boundary of plate and at the ends of
the time interval. The bars on the last two quantities indicate that theymay not be variations of any functionals, and the last term
only affects boundary and initial conditions. The original 3Dmodel can be rigorously reduced to a 2Dmodel using the variational
asymptoticmethodofBerdichevsky(1979).Theresultingstrainenergyperunitareacanbeexpressedasaquadratic formsuchthatU ¼ Uð11;212; 22;2c13;2c23;K11;K12 þ K21;K22Þ ð10Þ
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o11
d11 þ oUoð212Þ dð212Þ þ
oU
o22
d22 þ oUoð2c13Þ
dð2c13Þ þ
oU
oð2c23Þ
dð2c23Þ
þ oU
oK11
dK11 þ oUoðK12 þ K21Þ dðK12 þ K21Þ þ
oU
oK22
dK22
 N11d11 þ N12dð212Þ þ N22d22 þ Q1dð2c13Þ þ Q2dð2c23Þ
þM11dK11 þM12dðK12 þ K21Þ þM22dK22 ð11Þwhere Nab are generalized in-plane forces, Qa are generalized shear forces, and Mab are generalized moments. The constitu-
tive relation between the generalized strains and generalized forces/moments is obtained from VAPAS in the formN11
N22
N12
M11
M22
M12
8>>>>><
>>>>:
9>>>>>=
>>>>;
¼
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F6
8>>>>><
>>>>:
9>>>>>=
>>>>;
ð12Þand
Q1
Q2
 
¼ G11 G12
G12 G22
 
2c13
2c23
 
ð13Þwhere F1; F2; . . . ; F6 are extracted from the work done on the warping displacement ﬁeld by applied surface tractions and
body forces; see Yu et al. (2002a,b). It should be noted that the asymptotic analysis presented in these references and embed-
ded in VAPAS shows that K12 and K21 appear only in the combination K12 þ K21 in the strain energy. The difference will show
up in higher-order theories; however, asymptotic theories of such order have not been published to date. In-plane curvatures
Ka3 will not appear in the strain energy of any theory based solely on 3D elasticity; a 3D foundation based on a micro-polar or
couple-stress formulation, such as put forth by Reissner (1972, 1973), would be required to elicit these terms in an asymp-
totically derived 2D theory.
As shown by Hodges et al. (1993), the variations of the strains can be obtained in terms of virtual displacements and vir-
tual rotations asdab ¼ eTb½dq;a þ fKadqþ ðfea þfcaÞdw
dð2ca3Þ ¼ dq3;a þ dwa þ abdwb  Kabdqb
dKa ¼ dw;a þ fKadw ð14Þwhere dqi and dwi are measure numbers of the virtual displacement and virtual rotation, respectively, in the basis Bi. If there
are body forces and surface tractions applied to the plate, the virtual work can be obtained asdW ¼ dqifi þ dwama ð15Þ
where fi and ma are calculated from the applied tractions on the surfaces, and body forces in the modeling process; see Yu
et al. (2002a).
Having obtained dU and dW, our next step is to express the kinetic energy,K, and its variation in intrinsic form. By def-
inition, the kinetic energy of the plate can be written asK ¼ 1
2
hqvMI  v MIi ¼ 1
2
hqðvMIB ÞTvMIB i ð16Þwhere the bracket denotes integration through the thickness, q is the mass density, and vMI is the inertial velocity of any
material point in the moving plate. For low-frequency dynamics it is appropriate to ignore the warping in the kinetic energy.
Thus, the column matrix of measure numbers of the velocity, expressed in the basis Bi, is given byvMIB ¼ V þ eXn ð17Þ
where n ¼ b00x3cT with x3 as the normal coordinate, V is the column matrix of inertial velocity measures of any material
point on the plate reference surface, and X is the column matrix of inertial angular velocity measures, both expressed in
the basis of Bi such thatV ¼ Cðvþ _uþ ~xuÞeX ¼  _CCT þ C ~xCT ð18Þ
with column matrices v and x containing the measure numbers in the bi basis of the inertial velocity vector of any point on
the undeformed reference plane and the inertial angular velocity of bi, respectively. Following the procedure spelled out by
2040 D.H. Hodges et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 2036–2042Hodges (2003), we can differentiate Eqs. (18) with respect to xa, and differentiate Eqs. (7) and (8) with respect to time, to
obtain a set of intrinsic kinematical partial differential equationsV ;a ¼ _ca þ eVKa þ eXðea þ caÞ
X;a ¼ _Ka þ eXKa ð19Þwithout using displacement and rotation variables.
Introducing inertial constants commonly used in plate dynamicsl ¼ hqi ln ¼ b00 hx3qicT lr2 ¼ hx23qi ð20Þ
we can express the variation of kinetic energy per unit area asdK ¼ dVTP þ dXTH ð21Þ
with P and H as the linear and angular momenta, respectively, given byP
H
 
¼ lD l
en
len I
2
4
3
5 V
X
 
ð22ÞwhereI ¼
lr2 0 0
0 lr2 0
0 0 0
2
64
3
75 ð23ÞIt is easy to infer that H3 ¼ 0. Because of the arrangement of the curvature vectors in Eq. (6), X and H are arranged accord-
ingly such thatX ¼
X2
X1
X3
8><
>:
9>=
>; H ¼
H2
H1
H3
8><
>:
9>=
>; ð24ÞIn Eq. (21), dV and dX can be easily obtained following the derivation of Hodges (1990), with the results given bydV ¼ _dqþ eXdqþ eVdw
dX ¼ _dwþ eXdw ð25ÞTo complete the formulation, we also need to express the virtual action dA along the boundary of plate and at the ends of the
time interval in terms of virtual displacements and virtual rotations. Along the boundary one can specify appropriate com-
binations of displacements, rotations (geometrical boundary conditions), and running forces and moments (natural bound-
ary conditions) along the boundary around the reference plane. Suppose on boundary C (see Fig. 2), we specify a force
resultant bNmm and a moment resultant bMmm along the outward normal of the boundary curve tangent to the reference surface
m, bNms and bMms along the tangent of the boundary curve s; bNm3 along the normal of the reference surface. Also, we assume that
at the ends of the time interval, we have virtual actions ðdqTbP þ dwa bHaÞ entering and leaving the system. Then dA can be
expressed as:dA ¼
Z
s
ðdqTbP þ dwa bHaÞjt2t1ds
Z t2
t1
Z
C
ðbNmmdqm þ bNmsdqs þ bNm3dq3 þ bMmmdwm þ bMmsdwsÞdCdt ¼ 0 ð26ÞΓ
2x
1x
ν
τ
φ
Fig. 2. Schematic of an arbitrary boundary.
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Making use of Eqs. (21) and (25) along with Eqs. (11), (14), and (15), we write the partial differential equations of motion
from Eq. (9) asN11;1 þ ðN12 þNÞ;2  K13ðN12 NÞ  K23N22 þ Q1K11 þ Q2K21 þ f1 ¼ _P1 þX1P3 X3P2
N22;2 þ ðN12 NÞ;1 þ K23ðN12 þNÞ þ K13N11 þ Q1K12 þ Q2K22 þ f2 ¼ _P2 þX3P1 þX2P3
Q1;1 þ Q2;2  K11N11  K22N22  ðK12 þ K21ÞN12 þ ðK12  K21ÞNþ f3 ¼ _P3 X2P2 X1P1
M11;1 þM12;2  Q1ð1þ 11Þ  Q212 þ 2c13N11 þ 2c23ðN12 þNÞ M12K13 M22K23 þm1 ¼ _H1 X3H2  V1P3 þ V3P1
M12;1 þM22;2  Q112  Q2ð1þ 22Þ þ 2c13ðN12 NÞ þ 2c23N22 þM11K13 þM12K23 þm2 ¼ _H2 þX3H1  V2P3 þ V3P2
ð27Þ
whereð2þ 11 þ 22ÞN ¼ ðN22  N11Þ12 þ N12ð11  22Þ þM22K21 M11K12 þM12ðK11  K22Þ X1H2 þX2H1  V1P2
þ V2P1 ð28ÞThe associated natural boundary conditions on C arebNmm ¼ n21N11 þ 2n1n2N12 þ n22N22bNms ¼ n1n2ðN22  N11Þ þ ðn21  n22ÞN12 NbNm3 ¼ n1Q1 þ n2Q2bMmm ¼ n21M11 þ 2n1n2M12 þ n22M22bMms ¼ n1n2ðM22 M11Þ þ ðn21  n22ÞM12 ð29Þ
whereN is a Lagrangemultiplier to enforce Eq. (5),n1 ¼ cos/;n2 ¼ sin/, and/ is the angle between the outwardnormal of the
boundary and x1 direction as shown in Fig. 2. Again m and s are subscripts and no summation should be applied evenwhen they
are repeated in Eqs. (29). If the generalized forces are not speciﬁed along the boundary, the corresponding geometric boundary
conditions should be speciﬁed, but without displacement and rotation variables theymust be posed in terms of velocities and
angular velocities on the boundary. Finally, for the conditions at the ends of time intervals, one can either prescribe the 2D dis-
placement ﬁeld, so that the 2D generalized strains are known, or corresponding momenta such thatPðt1Þ ¼ bPðt1Þ Haðt1Þ ¼ bHaðt1Þ
Pðt2Þ ¼ bPðt2Þ Haðt2Þ ¼ bHaðt2Þ ð30Þ4. Potential solution strategies
The intrinsic formulation derived above is complete and can be solved. The formulation has a total of 31 equations which
include ﬁve equations of motion [Eqs. (27)], one constraint equation [Eq. (28)], 12 generalized strain–velocity equations [Eqs.
(19)], ﬁve inertial constitutive equations relating the generalized velocity to generalized momenta [Eqs. (22)], and a total of
eight structural constitutive equations relating stress resultants to generalized strains [Eqs. (12) and (13)]. These equations
can be used to solve for the 31 variables which include 11 generalized strain measures [not 12 – recall Eq. (5)], eight stress
resultants, three velocities, three angular velocities, three linear momenta, two angular momenta ðH3 ¼ 0Þ, andN.
The inertial and structural constitutive equations [Eqs. (22), (12) and 13)] are linear algebraic relations. While solving the
problem, the constitutive equations may be used to replace some of the variables in terms of others. We could replace the
stress resultants by their expression in terms of the strains measures and replace the generalized momenta by there expres-
sion in terms of the six generalized velocities (i.e. the three velocities and three angular velocities). Thus, we can write the
complete formulation in terms of only 18 unknowns (11 generalized strains, three velocities, three angular velocities, and
N) which would be solved using 18 equations [Eqs. (19), (27) and (28)].
Note that unless the strain measures are calculated by differentiating a continuous displacement ﬁeld, we have to satisfy
six compatibility equations in addition to the symmetric in-plane generalized shear strain constraint. The compatibility
equations of Hodges et al. (1993) can be written in matrix form asE1 ¼ c1;2  c2;1  eK 1ðc2 þ e2Þ þ eK 2ðc1 þ e1Þ ¼ 0
E2 ¼ K1;2  K2;1  eK 1K2 ¼ 0 ð31ÞBecause we do not have displacement variables in the formulation, we need to examine the possible role of these static com-
patibility equations. Using the 12 generalized strain–velocity equations [Eqs. (19)] and the continuity of the velocity ﬁeld
(Vi;ab ¼ Vi;ba and Xi;ab ¼ Xi;ba), we can also ﬁnd dynamic compatibility equations of the form
2042 D.H. Hodges et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 2036–2042_E1 þ eXE1 þ eVE2 ¼ 0
_E2 þ eXE2 ¼ 0 ð32ÞThus, when we satisfy the 12 generalized strain–velocity relations, Eqs. (19), we implicitly satisfy these dynamic compati-
bility equations. Thus, (i) if we start with a compatible generalized strain ﬁeld ðE1 ¼ E2 ¼ 0Þ, then the generalized strain ﬁeld
will remain compatible for later times; and (ii) if we have a static problem ð _E1 ¼ _E2 ¼ V ¼ X ¼ 0Þ, then the dynamic compat-
ibility equations are trivially satisﬁed, but the static ones must be enforced.
The solution strategy is then different for static and dynamic cases. For the dynamic case, compatibility equations are not
necessary because we are including the kinematical equations that relate the rate of change of the generalized strain mea-
sures to generalized velocities [Eqs. (19)] in the formulation. The compatibility equations are thus included in the kinemat-
ical partial differential equations in time-differentiated form. It should be noted that one must start with a compatible
generalized strain ﬁeld, i.e. the initial conditions must satisfy the static compatibility conditions.
For the static problem,we canwrite the complete formulation in terms of only 12 unknowns (11 generalized strains andN).
The six generalizedvelocities are identically zeroand the12generalized strain–velocity kinematicequationsareexactly satisﬁed
by the six generalized velocity variables. Sincewe lose 12 generalized strain–velocity equations [Eqs. (19)], we need the six (sta-
tic) compatibility equations in addition to the ﬁve equations of motion (27) plus Eq. (28) to form a complete solvable set.
Finally, it may be of interest to have the same set of equations to solve both the dynamic as well as static problem. To form
such a set, we need to pick six of the generalized strain–velocity equations which when complemented by the six compat-
ibility equations can form a complete set. There are number of ways to choose six generalized strain–velocity equations from
the set of 12, but the ones that make the most physical and mathematical sense are the kinematic relations for
_11; _22;2 _c13;2 _c23; ð _K12 þ _K21Þ and _12 ¼ _21. The ﬁfth equation is the addition of the two corresponding kinematic relations
and the sixth equation uses the two corresponding dynamic kinematic equations to give a static constraint (no time deriv-
ative) on X3 (similar to the displacement constraint on /3) in Hodges et al. (1993) Therefore, we can solve for the 18 variables
by using a set of 18 equations composed of ﬁve equations of motion [Eqs. (27)], one constraint equation [Eq. (28)], six of the
12 generalized strain–velocity equations [Eqs. (19)] selected as described above and the six static compatibility equations
[Eqs. (31)]. This set of equations has an additional advantage in that only ten of these equations are dynamic while the other
eight are static constraints. Thus, the equations are consistent with the fact that the plate has only ﬁve independent displace-
ment/rotation variables.
5. Concluding remarks
A fully intrinsic formulation, i.e. devoid of displacement and rotation variables, for the dynamics of a moving composite
plate has been presented. Although the equations are geometrically-exact, the highest degree nonlinearities are quadratic;
there are no singularities associated with ﬁnite rotation. Appropriate solution methodology will be presented in a later pa-
per. One could use either a ﬁnite-element formulation or Galerkin’s method. In either case, because of the low-degree non-
linearities, the resulting integrals can be calculated with reduced effort. Finally, it is yet to be determined what value other
than elegance this formulation may add to the solution of problems in structural dynamics.
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